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Fiancées follows three women in Egypt on the long and
complicated path towards marriage. While capturing this
turning point, the film draws a portrait of Cairo’s modern
society, in which today’s generation must face the pressure of unshakable tradition and their own desire for
greater freedom.
Cairo, a city of more than 20 million people, has recently gone through
multiple political, cultural and economic upheavals, forcing Egyptian
society to reinvent itself.
In Egypt, people don’t live on their own and it’s only after they get married
that they can leave their parent’s home to create their own household.
Whatever their intimate feelings might be, marriage is an inevitable step
towards independence. The film follows the path towards marriage
through the eyes of three couples.
Instead of presenting marriage as the union of two beings for eternity,
Fiancées uses marriage as a pretext to talk about men and women,
and the social pressures young couples face every day.
By freeing the intimate and sincere voice of those characters, the film
allows us to see the aspirations and fears of today’s Egyptian youth.
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